Spacecraft science missions to planets or asteroids have historically visited only one or several celestial bodies per mission. The research goal of this paper is to create a trajectory design algorithm that generates trajectory allowing a spacecraft to visit a significant number of asteroids during a single mission. For the problem of global trajectory optimization, even with recent advances in low-thrust trajectory optimization, a full enumeration of this problem is not possible. This work presents an algorithm to traverse the searching space in a practical fashion and generate solutions. The flight sequence is determined in ballistic scenario, and a differential evolution method is used with constructing a three-impulse transfer problem, then the local optimization is implemented with low-thrust propulsion on the basis of the solutions of impulsive trajectories. The proposed method enables trajectory design for multiple asteroids tour by using available low thrust propulsion technology within fuel and time duration constraints.
With the recent launches of SMART-1, 1 Deep Space 1, 2 Dawn 3 and Hayabusa, 4 low-thrust electric propulsion has become a feasible option for solar system exploration. At the conceptual design level, exploring the full extent of the design space over a large range of potential launch dates, flight times, and target bodies, is important in order to select the best possible set of solutions, these choices are generally based on global trajectory optimization. Furthermore, solving a single low-thrust trajectory optimization for a given launch date and flight times is an inner-loop local optimization problem.
However, due to the huge searching space, in particular, the designing space is multi-phase and even discontinuous when considering multiple targets, searching for the best trajectory is a difficult problem. To obtain this, many trajectory optimization algorithms have been developed for low-thrust trajectories, 5-10 but none of these methods can be globally optimized for spacecraft trajectory.
In 2010, the 5th Global Trajectory Optimization Competition (GTOC5) posed a trajectory designing problem of "How to visit the greatest number of asteroids with revisiting". 11 This problem was chosen to be representative of challenge mission designers face when designing low-thrust trajectories to multiple bodies in the solar system. This paper presents a combined algorithm and attempts to produce the best possible trajectory, using low-thrust electric propulsion that would flyby and rendezvous the maximum number of asteroids from the pre-defined asteroids groups. The combined algorithm of trajectory optimization compasses a) Email: shxnudt@163.com. b) Email: poochie003@163.com. c) Email: yzluo@sohu.com. d) Corresponding author. E-mail:lihaiyang@nudt.edu.cn. ballistic scenario using differential evolution method for global optimization, as well as low-thrust scenario using direct shooting method for local optimization.
The spacecraft starts from the Earth. The target asteroids are defined in the presented list. For the first time spacecraft should rendezvous with an asteroid, for the second time the velocity of flyby should not be less than the set minimum value. The first rendezvous with an asteroid corresponds to delivery of the scientific equipment with the mass of 40 kg for each asteroid. The second asteroid flyby corresponds to delivery of 1 kg penetrator. Each mission is estimated by corresponding number of points: 0.2 for delivery of the equipment and then 0.8 for the penetrator, so the performance index can be written as
where n is the total number of asteroids in the tour mission and where
The spacecraft is equipped with a jet engine with low thrust, there is no constraints on the direction of the hyperbolic excess velocity (V ∞ ) at Earth launch, the thruster can be turned on and off at will, and there is no constraint on the thrust direction. Furthermore, no gravity assistances were permitted in the problem. Table 1 presents the remaining constraints that were placed on the problem. The goal of the bounding step is to quickly reduce the size of the design space. This is accomplished by using various heuristics specific to the physics of the underlying problem. However, this bounding method cannot guarantee that only bad solutions will be eliminated from the designing space, the goal of this phase is to ensure that a large percentage of the best solutions remain for the second phase of the solution methodology.
This bounding method includes three pruning heuristics: (1) semi-major axis, (2) eccentricity, and (3) inclination.
The 327 potential candidates for rendezvous and flyby are selected from the asteroids database with the following metrics: semi major axis between 0.75 AU and 1.45 AU, eccentricity lower than 0.31 and inclination lower than 6.5 • .
Given the first asteroid and second asteroid of a single leg, the decision vector is defined by
where t 0 represents the spacecraft launch date, the V ∞ , u, v define the magnitude and heliocentric direction of the departure hyperbolic velocity v ∞ respectively. We use sphere point picking parameters 12 to represent the direction of a vector, the parameters u and v ranged from 0 to 1 are related to v ∞ by the following equations
The schematic diagram of single leg calculation is shown in Fig. 1 . Once the heliocentric position r (t 0 ) and velocity v s/c = v (t 0 ) + v ∞ of the spacecraft are known, its trajectory is propagated along a Keplerian orbit for the time ηT , from the arrival position point, a Lambert problem 13 is solved in the time (1 − η) T that brings the spacecraft position to match that the final known position.
With the above decision vector, the objective function J (x) typically measures the total Δv. Finally, differential evolution (DE) 14 is employed for the threeimpulse transfer problem, this method is robust and widely used in spacecraft trajectory optimization. Only about one hundred iterations are needed, so the threeimpulse transfer problem can be solved efficiently with DE.
The series method is developed for multiple asteroids tour mission, in Fig. 2 , the points of each pair denote a single leg, and each point, which denotes rendezvous or flyby, is then formed by allowing the time of flight from the first asteroid to the second asteroid to vary between set bounds, shown by the axis in the right hand of Fig. 2 .
The particular time of flight that yields minimum total Δv is stored for each asteroid, after the first set of the asteroids has been selected, the other asteroids remain in the population from which the second set of targets will be selected, and the resulting sequence is determined by the same method. The dashed lines denote the excluded legs in terms of fuel or time, to guarantee that the searching space can not increase exponentially. The three-impulse transfer algorithm in the above section is utilized for all trajectory leg calculations.
The ballistic scenario described above provides us with an initial guess for solving the optimal control problem using low-thrust propulsion, thereby, the boundary state compassed position, velocity and time can be chosen with this way. Using the classical equations of the two-body problem, we can write the space dynamics equations of the spacecraft as followṡ
where r, v, m denote the heliocentric position vector, velocity vector, and mass respectively at time t. The α denotes the unit vector of thrust, u is the coefficient of thrust magnitude with constraints 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.
The objective function J (x) typically measures the total fuel consumption. For this optimal control problem, a simple shooting method is employed, which is a direct optimization method, the optimal control is directly sought via parameter optimization, without using of optimal control theory or the calculus of variations. Detailed description for direct shooting method can be found in Ref. 15 .
The resulting parameter optimization problem can be efficiently solved by using the nonlinear programming solver, the most widely used constrained optimization, and sequential quadratic programming method is employed.
A total of 13 asteroids were found with J = 13, and results have been successfully verified by the organizer of Moscow State University. 16,17 Table 2 provides a summary of the general mission parameters. Table 3 provides the date and spacecraft mass evolution at each flyby. The spacecraft departs from Earth on June 27, 2025 with a launch v ∞ of 4.16 km/s. The total time of flight from Earth departure to the final asteroid is 14.63 years, and the arrival mass is 509.04 kg, the consumption of mass includes the delivery of the scientific equipment or penetrator at intermediate asteroid.
The trajectory flown by the spacecraft is shown in Fig. 3 , and the distance to the Sun is shown in Fig. 4 , all the trajectory parameters are calculated in J2000 heliocentric frame. This paper presents a methodology for determining the best set of solutions for a global trajectory optimization problem. The proposed methodology consists 3 steps, the first which quickly eliminates bad solutions from the design space, the second which then determines the flight sequence in ballistic case using a global optimization method, and the third which locates the solution by local optimization. The proposed method is validated by applying it to the problem of GTOC5.
Because of the limited time for the competition, we have introduced some constraints to limit the searching space, so we did not consider all possible sequence of the trajectory. Although the result is not the global optimum, the method for building and improving the complete trajectory worked successfully. Because of the probabilistic nature of the differential evolution algorithm, the results of each run are different, and there is no guarantee that the DE algorithm will find the best solution, therefore, running it more than one time is necessary. In addition, other computational approaches such as the algorithms basing on network may also be applicable. While gravity assistances were excluded from consideration previously, their utility may be examined in future studies with the purpose of multiple targets.
